How Are University Gyms Used by Staff and Students? A Mixed-Method Study Exploring Gym Use, Motivation, and Communication in Three UK Gyms
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Abstract: This study examined university gym use by staff and students using mixed methods: participant observation and an e-survey. Research in three UK universities entailed 16 observation sessions and an e-survey that reached 3396 students and staff. The research focused on gym use, the gym environment, the presentation of the self, and social interaction within gym spaces. The gyms were found to have a difficult role to play in providing functionality for some, while helping others to be active and minimize feelings of isolation and lack of control. This led to these gyms developing spaces of exercise rather than therapeutic spaces, and divisions in use of space, with some areas rarely used and often highly gendered, resulting in contested meanings produced within Healthy University discourses and physical activities.
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1. Introduction

UK adults spend up to 60% of their waking hours in the workplace [1], providing an opportune micro-environment for cost-effective health-based interventions [2] that aim to reduce ill health in the workforce and the populace [3]. With over two million students and a third of a million staff, the UK’s 169 Higher Education Institutions, most of which are universities, are ripe for such interventions. Indeed, the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) established a “UK National Healthy Universities Network” in 2006 to foster a “whole university” approach to making “the places within which people learn, live, work and play supportive to health and wellbeing” [4]. In such a context, university gyms take on heightened significance, as places for the training and exercise of individual bodies for particular ends (e.g., functional fitness, sporting prowess, body building, and
body sculpting), as well as places for cultivating the health and wellbeing of the university population as a whole (e.g., rates of sickness absence, occupational stress, and absenteeism). They are recast according to the double articulation of what Foucault (2003) famously called “disciplinary power” and “bio-power” “after a first seizure of power over the body in an individualizing mode, we have a second seizure of power that is not individualizing but, if you like, massifying, that is directed not at man-as-body but at man-as-species” (Foucault 2003, p. 243) [5]. This double articulation “molds” individual bodies while “modulating” collective life [6]. The very notion of a “Healthy University” gives spatial expression to such a double articulation of disciplinary power and bio-power; of molding and modulation.

While research exists on the motivation for gym participation and culture in general populations [7], the evidence base with respect to university students and staff is limited. Students are an under-researched population, despite the fact that universities are known to shape life-long health behaviors [8] and a quarter gain significant weight in their first semester [9]. Understanding the motives for and patterns of students’ gym use may allow better public health interventions [10]. Similarly, university staff are an under-researched population, and the evidence base has barely surpassed the level of truism: staff are motivated to engage in physical activity by factors such as a concern for their health and family, but time constraints and work commitments are major barriers to actual participation [11].

In 2010, fitness gyms were reported to be the most popular “sporting activity” among adults in England [12], offering a number of exercise opportunities including cardiovascular, weight resistance, and free weights. Unlike most fitness classes, gyms typically comprise mixed-gender settings, and yet the use of gym equipment and space is typically male dominated [13]. Indeed, gender is salient in gym environments with particular relevance to social comparison, culture, and social support [14]. The physical structure of gyms may also contribute to gendered spaces [15] and lead to inequity in usage [16].

Gym environments also offer the opportunity for individuals to “care for the self” well beyond the limited purview of health and wellbeing by cultivating cultural capital, symbolic value, and embodied states [17] suitably tailored to modern consumer markets [18]. In the social space of the gym, the toned, ordered and visible body is the desired form of physical capital, and the gym presents the principal space where the quest for, and attainment of, physical capital takes place. In gyms containing mixed users, however, conflicts in how this capital should be constructed and achieved may be likely [19]. Gyms can also represent a meeting place and sustain a sense of community, including belonging and emotional connection [20].

Gyms, therefore, according to Sparkes (2015), are places where people can experience and come to understand themselves in very different ways. Sparkes illustrates how, in the gym, the same person can very quickly feel the burning sensation of shame and the sublime flow of intense embodiment [21]. It can be heaven (liberating), hell (repressive), or somewhere in between at any given moment. While as a territory it may have fixed features, the landscape within it is fluid and dynamic [21], with multiple bodies coming into being in various combinations, some of which are “individuated” bodies (i.e., composed as individual), but all of which are irreducibly “collective” bodies (i.e., every “body” is composed, fabricated, and assembled). Deleuze and Guattari (1987) might describe it as an “assemblage” in a perpetual process of becoming, which is composed of heterogeneous components that enter into relations of attraction and repulsion with one another [22]. There are physical objects, happenings, and events, but also regimes of signs, utterances, and so on. The crucial point is that such an “assemblage” works with bodies, through bodies, and on bodies to mold and modulate both individuals and life itself [23]. It is within the gym as a territory, a landscape, and an assemblage that peoples’ understanding of themselves as exercising beings (or exercised becomings) unfolds.

Here, they become situated and aware of themselves (e.g., as aged and gendered) and as both a public body-object and a private subject-body in relation to other gym users via the practices of doing and performing their bodies [24]. The experience of embodiment is not a purely private affair, but is mediated by continual interactions with other people and objects. As Blackman (2008) suggests,
our bodies in the gym should not be conceived of as bounded and singular, but as open systems that “connect to others, human and non-human, so that they are always unfinished and in a process of becoming” (Blackman, 2008: p. 105) [25]. She talks of multiplicity, movement, articulation, process, and enactment for understanding the production of bodies across different sites, locations, and practices. When exploring the role of a facility in shaping health behaviors it is, therefore, important not only to comprehend motives and patterns of exercise activity, but also to observe how people present themselves in relation to one another in the gym environment. Equally, due attention should be given to how the physical geography of such surroundings shapes these relationships and behaviors over time.

The paper’s purpose is to advance the evidence base that exists which determines the experiences and motivations of staff and students in higher education for using university gyms. While we know a considerable amount about the general population’s experiences and motivations, how bodies perform and people present themselves in gyms, by specifically considering university gyms as the locus of activity, we aim to clarify staff and students’ behaviors, motivations, and relationships in these exemplary sites of molding and modulation, where disciplinary power and bio-power are doubly articulated. Accordingly, the research aimed to investigate how staff and students use university gyms, including their relationships with the spaces of the gyms and with each other, and their motivations for using these gyms and any impediments to such use. The university gym, while perhaps identical in each and every respect to gyms outwith the university sphere (thus totally isomorphic), aims not simply to mold particular bodies (physically, socially, culturally, morally, politically, etc.) but to modulate the university population (as a whole which it should be noted is heavily skewed towards the 18–25 age group, a key difference from most commercial gyms): its health, its wellbeing, its sickness rates, its productivity, its creativity, etc.—a kind of bio-power [26] and thus is uniquely different in this respect. In that sense, the study explores the “Healthy University” initiative as a biopolitical notion par excellence, thus attempting to unpack the apparatuses of modulation and not just molding of individual bodies.

2. Methods

To pursue our aims, we adopted a mixed-method approach. Participant observations were undertaken in the gyms of three UK universities (based in England and Wales, and referred to as University A, B, and C hereafter). These universities were chosen to include modern, teaching-intensive universities (Universities A and B), and a more traditional, research-intensive institution (University C), and to cover gym facilities of varying sizes and arrangements, with different procedures for use, and catering to a wide range of users, including recreational, training, and teaching. We also undertook an e-survey that was open to all staff and students within the three universities, thus enabling us to situate the data for gym users within a broader university culture. The study received ethical approval from the lead University’s Research Ethics Committee.

2.1. Participant Observation

Five researchers, all with previous experience of gym use and of observation data capture and analysis, undertook sixteen observations in total at the three university gyms, each of which lasted from thirty to sixty minutes. Observations were undertaken at different times of the day, on weekdays and weekends, in different parts of the gym, exercising alongside staff, students, and other users, to ensure as wide a range of situations were included as possible. The observations were conducted to conform with the simple observation method described by Bryman (2012) in his writing on unobtrusive methods in social research [27], emphasizing the need to concentrate on explicit and present observations, executed in situ, according to: (1) exterior physical signs, (2) expressive movement (3) physical location (4) in situ conversation and (5) behavior associated with time, rather than experimental contexts that involve coding and more systematic assessment. In addition, our observations were conducted to conform with the theoretical notions we have already mentioned in this paper of a “Healthy University”, aiming to emphasize body modulation, rather than bodily change, in order to conform
to a certain way of being (molding the body to fit the Healthy University ethos). As a result, our observers, (and this was picked up again in a survey described below), were instructed to consider not only the equipment that was used, efforts that were made and the spaces that were filled at any one time, but also relationships that were in evidence, the sense of belonging expressed and shows of unity on offer, as well as how people identified with the space.

In this study, observers considered individually what was occurring in each different gym setting. Individual considerations were then discussed among the group of observers as part of ongoing workshops and group assessments, with which this research team is well versed (see [28,29]), and notes were compared and contrasted, to derive a final consensus opinion across the group of observers, to ensure rigor in the method, and to include the full range of observations. Notes were written up following each observation and a set of discussions took place between observers and senior qualitative methodologists (FR, MD, AS) according to the following: physical aspects of the gym, including its location and material characteristics; spatial aspects, including layout and equipment distribution; the number, type, and characteristics of gym users; their use of the gym, its spaces, and its equipment; their relationship to and interaction with each other; their movement around the gym; and the researchers’ experience of observing others in the gym [30]. Observations were aggregated from all three sites, with similarities and differences noted. Preliminary analysis was undertaken to inform the development of the e-survey. This approach to mixed methods, using a sequential rather than a concurrent strategy, allows one kind of data (in this case qualitative data) to inform the way the next kind of data (in this case quantitative data) will be collected, and to enable the secondary data capture to expand on aspects of the primary data capture, but employing a radically different perspective. It is a technique that is easier to implement than a concurrent mixed method design because steps fall into clearly different stages, and though more time is needed for data capture overall, it ensures a thorough investigation of the topic in question [31].

2.2. E-Survey

The e-survey was carried out at all three universities between May 2014 and December 2014, using a web-based platform that gave respondents easy access to the e-survey from a variety of devices. Demographic information was collected from all respondents, and those who had used a university gym within the previous year were questioned about: times of use; equipment use; reasons for use; their routines; their gym experiences; their engagement with others; and their impressions of the gym. Most of the questions were answered using sets of pre-determined options that were developed from our participant observation work, and respondents had the opportunity to provide free-text comments to provide additional information.

2.3. E-survey Data Analysis

All data were entered and stored onto an SPSS (v21) database. The survey data are presented as descriptive data in the form of frequencies and percentages. Where statistical comparisons were made, the Chi-squared test for categorical data was used. A \( p \)-value of less than 0.05 was regarded as significant. Analysis was only undertaken where respondents had indicated that they had used the University gym within the last 12 months.

3. Results

The results of the e-survey are presented below in narrative and tabular formats, followed by the three overarching themes emerging from the analysis of the participant observations and the results of the e-survey: (1) Environment; (2) Communication and engagement; and (3) Participants’ relationship with the gym.
3.1. E-Survey Participants

The number of university students, staff, and their family members with membership at the gyms of the three universities are shown in Table 1. 3396 people took part in the e-survey. Of the respondents 996 (29.3%) indicated that they had used the gym within the last 12 months. The analysis therefore focuses on these 996. The distribution across the three universities and the three types of gym users is shown in Table 2; while their age profile is shown in Table 3; and their ethnicity and gender is shown in Table 4.

Table 1. Number of university students, staff, and family members at each gym.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University A</th>
<th>University B</th>
<th>University C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students: 975</td>
<td>Students: 3250</td>
<td>Students: 2890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff: 282</td>
<td>Staff: 574</td>
<td>Staff: 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family of staff: N/A</td>
<td>Family of staff: 259</td>
<td>Family of staff: 201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. E-survey respondents according to university and status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University A (n = 914)</th>
<th>University B (n = 727)</th>
<th>University C (n = 1755)</th>
<th>Total (n = 3396)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students 668 (73.1%)</td>
<td>416 (57.2%)</td>
<td>1251 (71.3%)</td>
<td>2335 (68.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff 198 (21.7%)</td>
<td>258 (35.5%)</td>
<td>424 (24.2%)</td>
<td>880 (25.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual † 43 (4.7%)</td>
<td>48 (6.6%)</td>
<td>58 (3.3%)</td>
<td>149 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others 5 (0.6%)</td>
<td>5 (0.7%)</td>
<td>22 (1.3%)</td>
<td>32 (0.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: † These respondents are both members of staff and students of a university.*

Table 3. Age profile of e-survey respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>18–24 yrs</th>
<th>25–34 yrs</th>
<th>35–44 yrs</th>
<th>45–54 yrs</th>
<th>55–64 yrs</th>
<th>65+ yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>58.2%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ethnicity and gender of e-survey respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White</th>
<th>Non-White</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2942 (86.6%)</td>
<td>454 (13.4%)</td>
<td>2071 (60.9%)</td>
<td>1325 (39.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. E-Survey Participants Participants Who Had Used the University Gym in the Last 12 Months

Of the 996 e-survey participants who had used the gym in the last 12 months, 46.5% were male and 53.5% were female. These users are the focus of this paper. 575 (57.7%) used the university gym regularly (either several times a week (402; 40.4%) or weekly (173; 17.4%). There was no difference between males and females with regards to frequency of use between regular and non-regular users (less than weekly) with 57.7% of males vs. 57.8% of females regularly attending the gym (p = 0.97). There was also no difference between staff only vs. student only users with respect to frequent vs. infrequent use (p = 0.98) with 58.1% of staff vs. 58.1% of students regularly using the gym. The most popular time for attending the gym was the afternoon or evening, during the week, rather than at the weekend. “Fitness” was cited as the overwhelming reason for gym use (cited by 77.1% of males and 81.8% of females). This was not statistically different between males and females (p = 0.07). The five other reasons were also very important: muscle work (males 67.6% vs. females 27.4%; p = 0.000); health (males 40%, females 45.8%; p = 0.64); weight loss (males 31.1%, females 52.3%; p = 0.000); training (males 46.9%, females 27.6%; p = 0.000) and relaxation (males 23.1%, females 22.7%; p = 0.88; Table 5).
Table 5. Reasons ‡ for gym use (N = 3396).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td>506 (14.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>365 (10.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle work</td>
<td>460 (13.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>425 (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>106 (3.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation</td>
<td>229 (6.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>430 (12.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21 (0.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ‡ Respondents could choose more than one reason. Percentages are calculated as the number of people specifying each of the reasons divided by the total respondents to the e-survey.

Aerobic equipment was used frequently by both males and females (67% males vs 86% females; p = 0.000). Males also cited weights machines (72.1%) and free weights (69.5%) as being frequently used. This contrasted with the female respondents who used weights machines (47.3%; p = 0.000) and free weights (34.3%; p = 0.000) less frequently. Females used mats more frequently than males (males 41.9%, females 45.4%; p = 0.27), although this was not statistically significant. Students and staff both cited aerobic equipment as the most frequently used (staff 81.8% vs. students 75%; p = 0.03). Weight machines (staff 52.5%, students 61.1%; p = 0.020), free weights (staff 38.6%, students 55.1%; p = 0.000), and mats/wall bars (staff 39.8%, students 45.3%; p = 0.14) were cited as the next three most commonly used categories. There was a difference between staff and students with respect to usage of aerobic, weight machines and free weights. Only a small proportion did not follow a set routine (males 8.9%, females 17.3%; p = 0.000), while 27.7% always followed a set routine (males 36.1% vs. females 20.5%; p = 0.000)—with a further 52.3% “sometimes” following a set routine (males 50.1% vs. females 54.2%; p = 0.20). Similarly, a large number of staff and students said that they always followed a routine (staff 28.4%. students 28%; p = 0.91) or sometime followed a routine (staff 51.7%, students 52.7%; p = 0.79), with very few saying they had no routine (staff 11.9%, students 13.7%; p = 0.47). There were no differences between staff and students with regards to routine. Most found it “easy” (63.8%), to fit gym use into their work-life balance (males 64.8%, females 62.9%; p = 0.53). Staff and students also both indicated that it was easy to fit the gym into their work-life balance (staff 61.4%, students 65.1%; p = 0.31) Only 14% regarded using the gym as a “luxury” (males 14.9%, females 13.1%; p = 0.42). 44% found the gym a “convenience” (males 40.2%, females 47.3%; p = 0.02), 31.8% a “necessity” (males 33.5%, females 30.4% females; p = 0.33), and 21% a “priority” (males 26.6%, females 16.3%; p = 0.000). 10.6% of staff documented that the gym was a luxury compared with 14.9% of students (p = 0.10); a convenience (staff 48.3%, students 42.7%; p = 0.14), a necessity (staff 28.4%, students 33%; p = 0.19) and a priority (staff 18.6%, students 22.1%; p = 0.26).

When asked about recalling a time when they were aware of their body in the gym, 228 (22.9%) recalled “feeling good” (males 26.8%, females 19.5%; p = 0.006) about their body, 145 (14.6%) recalled “feeling bad” (males 11.7%, females 17.1%; p = 0.02) about their body, and 213 (21.4%) recalled feeling neither good nor bad (males 21.3%; females 21.4%; p = 0.99). Differences between staff and students were good time (staff 16.9%, students 25.9%; p = 0.005), bad time (staff 17.4%, students 13.6%; p = 0.15), and neither good nor bad (staff 19.1%, students 22.6%; p = 0.26). A large proportion of people indicated that they did not speak to anyone while they were in the gym (males 22.2%, females 23.1%; p = 0.76; staff 22.9%, students 21.9%; p = 0.74), some talked to gym staff (males 23.3%, females 27.8%; p = 0.11; staff 46.6%, students 18.4%; p = 0.000); to friends (males 65.2%, females 57%; p = 0.008; staff 30.9%, students 72.7%; p = 0.012); to colleagues (males 24.2%, females 16.5%; p = 0.003; staff 50.8%, students 8.9%; p = 0.000); and to trainers (males 7.1%, females 6.2%; p = 0.55; staff 7.6%, students 6%; p = 0.38). Forms of non-verbal communication included: exercising alongside someone they knew (males 51.2%, females 50.1%; p = 0.73; staff 28.4%, students 59.6%; p = 0.000); observing other gym users (males 49.5%,
females 44.8%; \( p = 0.15 \); staff 44.9%, students 48.1%; \( p = 0.39 \); and observing trainers (males 13.6%, females 12.2%; \( p = 0.51 \); staff 14%, students 12.9%; \( p = 0.66 \)).

Just under half of gym users said the gym was “equivalent” to others they had used (males 40.6%, females 40%; \( p = 0.70 \); staff 43.2%, students 48.1%; \( p = 0.39 \)); and observing trainers (males 13.6%, females 12.2%; \( p = 0.51 \); staff 14%, students 12.9%; \( p = 0.66 \)).

Reasons for using the university gym in preference to other gyms included: convenience (males 80.8%, females 77.3%; \( p = 0.18 \); staff 84.7%, students 76.6%; \( p = 0.008 \)); local (males 52.3%, females 52.9%; \( p = 0.84 \); staff 43.2%, students 57.1%; \( p = 0.000 \)); cheap (males 51.6%, females 53.8%; \( p = 0.48 \); staff 70.8%, students 45.6%; \( p = 0.000 \)); used by people they knew (males 27%, females 27.2%; \( p = 0.94 \); staff 13.6%, students 33%; \( p = 0.000 \)); liked the equipment (males 25.5%, females 27.2%; \( p = 0.94 \); staff 17.4%, students 20.1%; \( p = 0.35 \)); and felt like a comfortable place (males 16.6%, females 18.6%; \( p = 0.42 \); staff 22%, students 16.4%; \( p = 0.052 \)).

University gym users characterized a “good session” as: having a good workout (males 84%, females 77.3%; \( p = 0.07 \); staff 76.7%, students 83.7%; \( p = 0.015 \)); getting fitter and healthier (males 58.1%, females 66.8%; \( p = 0.005 \); staff 67.8%, students 61.3%; \( p = 0.073 \)); doing what was needed (males 48.8%, females 40%; \( p = 0.003 \); staff 42.4%, students 44.7%; \( p = 0.53 \)); letting off steam (males 41.5%, females 38.1%; \( p = 0.28 \); staff 30.5%, students 42.6%; \( p = 0.001 \)); losing weight and/or burning calories (males 27%, females 47.1%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 39%, students 38.4%; \( p = 0.88 \)); getting an “exercise high” (males 34.1%, females 28.7%; \( p = 0.07 \); staff 26.7%, students 33%; \( p = 0.07 \)). They characterized a “bad session” as: not having a good workout (males 73.9%, females 61.4%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 59.3%, students 70.6%; \( p = 0.001 \)); not doing what was needed (males 51.4%, females 46.5%; \( p = 0.13 \); staff 41.9%, students 51.7%; \( p = 0.009 \)); not getting fitter or healthier (males 42.1%, females 48%; \( p = 0.06 \); staff 40.3%, students 47.4%; \( p = 0.06 \)); not losing weight and/or burning calories (males 26.7%, females 35.5%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 24.2%, students 31.9%; \( p = 0.025 \)); not letting off steam (males 30%, females 22.3%; \( p = 0.009 \); staff 13.1%, students 30%; \( p = 0.000 \)); and not getting an “exercise high” (males 22.9%, females 21%; \( p = 0.47 \); staff 14.8%, students 24.4%; \( p = 0.002 \)).

Most university gym users felt that using the gym improved their: physical wellbeing (males 89.6%, females 84.8%; \( p = 0.024 \); staff 90.3%, students 86.6%; \( p = 0.14 \)); mental wellbeing (males 87.7%, females 80%; \( p = 0.001 \); staff 87.3%, students 79.4%; \( p = 0.007 \)); and self-image (males 75.4%, females 67.2%; \( p = 0.004 \); staff 67.4%, students 73.3%; \( p = 0.08 \)). Most felt comfortable using aerobic equipment (males 81.2%, females 86.9%; \( p = 0.015 \); staff 85.6%, students 84.1%; \( p = 0.59 \)). Fewer, however, felt comfortable using weights machines (males 77.8%, females 40.7%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 55.1%, students 58.9%; \( p = 0.31 \)); mats and/or wall bars (males 53.1%, females 42%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 45.3%, students 48.1%; \( p = 0.46 \)); or free weights (males 66.3%, females 25%; \( p = 0.000 \); staff 37.7%, students 46.4%; \( p = 0.02 \)).

3.3. Overarching Themes

Three overarching themes emerged from the data analysis. The first and second themes relate to the participant observations. The third relates to the results of the e-survey, particularly regarding respondents’ free-text comments.

Theme 1: Environment

All three gyms were designed as part of the wider campus layout, including its sport facilities, and were accessible to both staff and students. However, their external arrangements varied. In University B for example, gym facilities were split across two buildings, one containing the gym and the other free weights, lifting bars and platforms, and numerous dumbbells. At University C, only 12 people could train in the free weights area at any one time, and this may have affected observations that it was a space for “serious trainers” interested primarily in body building. Inside all three gyms, equipment and gym spaces were strategically divided into different sections or training zones, with distinct sets of users observed in each. This was heavily gendered, and, to some extent, age-dependent. In University A, women of all ages and older men predominated in the running machine, step machine, and cycle
machine zones, with younger women making more effort, and using more difficult machines, than older women. Younger men were less likely to exercise in these zones, and this was particularly noticeable in the “serious trainer” gym of University C. Furthermore, when they did, exercise duration was relatively short. On these occasions, younger men used the running machines for higher intensity training or as a warm-up, prior to moving on to the weights machines or free weights areas. In the free weights areas, dumbbells and barbells were in proliferation, and the younger men tended to gravitate quickly to these areas, though some female track athletes were also observed there. However, even in this “serious trainer” gym, the use by female track athletes was markedly different to the use by younger men. In corroboration with the e-survey results, women used free weights for functional fitness purposes, whereas men used free weights for a mixture of functional fitness and body building. Women were also more likely to keep to themselves, and appeared less confident than men during workout regimes. Men looked at themselves quite openly, and at others, in the large floor-to-ceiling mirrors, and, on occasion, worked out in pairs. It was unusual for women and men to work out together in any area.

Theme 2: Communication and Engagement

Most gym users got on quietly with what they were doing through independent training, without much social interaction, other than occasionally turning to someone for support in using gym equipment appropriately for building up of certain muscle groups (predominantly males). There was a clear sense of solitary activity, to enhance one’s own body and fitness. Individuals also occasionally helped each other hold weights or put down a heavy weight. Lack of interaction was evident across all three gyms, despite the noticeable presence of very mixed user groups throughout. One gym (University A) had a multiplicity of social groups, including minority ethnic students and international students at busy times, such as the late afternoon. However, there was often a level of segregation between groups, and a lack of social interaction, that was fostered to a large extent by the gym layout and placement of equipment and very different uses of the gym by its methods.

Gym instructors were noticeably absent at most times of the day in all gyms, with the exception of the early evening “rush-hour”. At this time, equipment, particularly the running and cycling machines, was at a premium. When, on occasion, a gym instructor was observed, their presence along with the type of music being played affected others’ demeanor and voice, and enlivened the workout areas. Users tended to be more numerous and louder. Groups of users coalesced around the instructors, and others outside the group had to wait for a slot to use certain equipment. These rare moments affected a flow of individuals around the equipment. Users’ gazes became more intense, and workouts were more introverted.

Linked to this, a very high number of individuals wore headphones at busy times of the day, and used equipment to block out others’ noise and create a barrier between people who were unwilling to join in. At these times too, smart phones, and other mobile devices, were particularly noticeable, allowing people to take legitimate “rests” from the fairly consistent rhythm of the gym. Smart phones were used to: listen to music, login to “Apps”, text, or make phone calls. Given that these people were still communicating with one another, it was unclear whether they were also listening to music or blocking out some background noise.

Lack of clear communication among users, other than at unusually busy times, meant that the rhythm of the workout routine usually went unhindered. There was an overarching focus on “work being done” (expressed in terms of productivity rate), and an adherence to function over the intention to maintain a sense of community (often evident in non-university gyms) through social communication. This illustrates Foucault’s idea of bio-power we introduced earlier in as much as the university gym modulates the collective life (the staff and student population) through governing possibilities for action. As will become clear in the discussion, lack of engagement was the norm, leading to expectations of the importance of individualized behavior.
In all gyms, while some sense of community was developed around male camaraderie at particularly busy times of the day, women tended to avoid eye contact and interaction. Small male partnership groups illustrated this sense of camaraderie, with pairs or “threes” being quite common in the free-weights area. It was here that men appeared confident, while women did not look confidently around the gym or at one another.

Theme 3: Participants’ Relationship with the Gym

Most gym users appeared familiar with their surroundings and confident in their approach to using the space and its equipment. In accordance with this, the e-survey found most respondents followed a set routine, either sometimes or all the time. On several occasions people new to the gym entered looking unsure, especially when it was difficult to locate a member of staff to speak to before trying out gym equipment.

Most respondents to the e-survey recalled good, rather than bad, experiences, but bad experiences included being aware of being “unfit” or “out of shape”, and feeling “too fat” or “too thin”. For example: “Feeling skinny and lacking in muscle-build”; “I have a lot of body image issues, I am not a fit or a slim person”; “I’m obese, old and unfit”. It was clear from many comments that some people had an uneasy relationship with the gym, finding it to be a place where negative perceptions of body image come to the surface, reinforced by others’ observations. Some people talked negatively about their bodies compared to younger, fitter users. Many felt self-conscious, compounded by the prevalence of mirrors: “Mirrors everywhere. I am tall and thin and this shows compared to others”; “Loss of confidence looking at my body against younger, fitter one”.

While community sports centers were designed with the philosophy of sports for all, university gyms were often designed to support sporting excellence often defined in bio-political terms [26] within the statistical order of efficiency, productivity and achievement. Responses from our e-survey showed that more casual gym users felt uncomfortable training alongside more serious sports people: “Using equipment alongside professional sports people is depressing when you are a middle-aged woman”; “A lot of sports teams use the gym, and being a nerd I can get self-conscious”. Perhaps related to this, the cultural phenomenon of “posturing” was observed, particularly in the weights areas. Men postured in front of mirrors leaving women feeling inhibited or put off from those areas: “I am always aware of my body and other people’s bodies, and posturing”. Several other e-survey comments supported the observations that the gyms were gendered spaces, with informal “male zones” being particularly noticeable: “A small gym full of men is very intimidating as a casual female user”; “Boys staring when in the weight machine area made me feel self-conscious”; and “I remember one of the first times using the free weights ... I was acutely aware that I was the only female body in that area of the gym and I felt quite intimidated”.

Some respondents talked about their desire to improve their health-related experiences, and by so doing improve their body image, such as gaining better body tone: “I was surprised by how much larger and well-defined my shoulders had become”; “I’ve dropped a few dress sizes”. Many people described the journey from being unfit and “out of shape” to becoming fitter as very life-affirming: “Initially felt bad due to being overweight. After a while felt good as I could feel my body getting stronger”. Those who saw themselves as “out of shape” were even less likely to move confidently around different areas and, as a result, this theme emphasizes a strong link between appearance and confidence. Men, in particular, described themselves in body-image terms.

4. Discussion

This study sought to add to the existing evidence base regarding the experiences and motivations of staff and students in higher education for using university gyms. Specifically, through the lens of the “Healthy University” initiative and how staff and students’ behaviors, motivations, and relationships exhibited in these exemplary sites of molding and modulation, where disciplinary power and bio-power are doubly articulated.
The findings from the e-survey responses are consistent with the limited literature surrounding motivation for university gym use of staff and students in higher education [11] in that fitness was the most frequently cited reason for gym use for male and female members alike. The survey provided further fine-grained understanding of motives to exercise by highlighting differences in the forms of fitness engaged in, with males indicating using the gym more for muscle work, while females reported engaging more for reasons associated with weight loss. Insight was also provided into differences in the type of equipment utilized with females reporting feeling less comfortable using weights machines or free weights than their male counterparts.

While these findings are consistent with the extant literature regarding motives and behaviors of gym use in general populations (e.g., [14,16]), the open-ended responses from the e-survey together with the participant observations, also provided deeper and novel insight into higher education specific motives and behaviors, and the notion of a “Healthy University” and the subsequent relationships exhibited with the specific university gym environments. Like Klein’s (1993) analysis of body-building gyms [32], the aspects discussed here are common issues that concern: (1) the university gym as a multi-use space; (2) the (gendered) division of gym space; and (3) the gym’s socio-spatial interactions.

4.1. The University Gym as a Multi-Use Space: From Fitness to Therapy

Firstly, our data reinforce the idea that the gym is “a complex social and cultural construction” (Andrews et al., 2005: p. 888) [7]. These respondents confirm Crossley’s (2006) view that reasons for using the gym consist of a diverse “vocabulary of motives” in which motivations are learnt, storied, and exchanged [33]. Most respondents reported using the gym for fitness and training, while weight loss and relaxation were also important. This corresponds with Monaghan’s (2001) four gym-use outcomes of: healthy body, fit body, youthful body, and attractive body—although we would add a fifth: the “performing body” (focused on functional training for sports performance) [34]. Gym use motivation seems to range from being part of a focused “self-improvement project” [35] to just “feeling good” and developing a better functioning body [36], which accords with Foucault’s (2003) double articulation of “individuating” disciplinary power and “massifying” bio-power [5], and Deleuze’s (1992) double articulation of “molding” a body and “modulating” a life [6]. To take care of one’s self, and to be concerned with one’s self, is to transform one’s self into a matter of concern—both for oneself and for others. Within the gym, the embodied self is rendered problematic. It poses itself as a problem—whose solution is literally worked out.

The diversity of desired outcomes also connects with Andrews et al.’s (2005: p. 889) suggestion that the view of gyms as “therapeutic places deserves more serious consideration” [7]. Therapeutic landscapes are not only related to the quality of the environment but emerge through health-seeking discourses at various levels [37–39]. In that respect, the UK’s Healthy University Strategy suggests a broad concept of “healthy behavior”. As Dooris et al. (2014) note, the Healthy University approach focuses on creating environments that support health activities, strengthen health potential, and bridge the gap between health professionals, university staff, and university students [40,41]. From this perspective, therapeutic properties cannot be seen as innate qualities of the university gyms but emerge through the disciplinary and bio-political practices [26], behaviors, and processes that enliven them.

The therapeutic function is strongly suggested by the quarter of respondents who used the gym for relaxation and such things as “feeling better”, “mental wellbeing”, and a “positive effect on mood”. It is apparent that the university gym has a difficult role to play in providing the desired functionality for some users, while also helping others to “be active”, avoid obesogenic lifestyles, and minimize feelings of isolation and lack of control, which is strongly connected with student’s alienation from physical education [42].

As a result, these three university gyms have developed spaces of exercise rather than therapeutic spaces with contested meanings produced within Healthy University discourses and physical activities. Representations and spatial divisions promoting active lifestyles often embed knowledge, signs, and perceptions reflecting sporting ideals of hetero-masculinity which often stand in contrast to female
practices of sport and physical activity [43]. As a result, these study gyms created a number of barriers for a significant group of potential users to enact healthy lifestyles. Dominant sporting discourses encourage female users to create separate identities of woman and athlete, leading them to focus less on body “work” and more on finding “healthful” spaces in which to take care of their bodies. This may also help to explain an observed awkwardness among many users regarding free movement around the gyms, and why most staff and students who participated in the e-survey (75%) choose not to use the university gym at all. Finally, the idea that many users are seeking a therapeutic space raises questions over whether “gym” is an appropriate term given its “contestable description” [33] and whether consideration might be given to other terms, such as “health club” or even “health and fitness zone”.

4.2. The (Gendered) Division of Space

An emerging issue that connected strongly within the above involves the division of use of space, with many people reporting feeling comfortable using: aerobic equipment (91.9%), weight machines (64.6%), and free weights (49.6%). Andrews et al. (2005: p. 889) comment that in their study of body-building gyms, there were “micro-geographies, divisions of space according to the body and type of customer”, saying “there is a need to consider the micro-geographies and divisions of space within other fitness places” [7]. The division of space found in these three university gyms tends to be constructed between the aerobics, fixed-weight equipment, and the free-weight-training equipment, and in some of these, physically demarcated and separated spaces too. This division of space creates places where many users rarely go, leaving them colonized by frequent users alone, and leading to micro geographies and spatial practices containing significant gender and interaction elements: “Equipment and gym spaces are strategically divided into different sections or training zones, and distinct sets of users were observed in each zone”. The gendered dimension to these zones is remarkably similar to the patterns observed in previous studies of gendered lines in exercise environments [44,45]. Indeed, Dworkin’s (2003) study of gym use in a Canadian higher education gym, noted females engaged more with aerobic fitness exercise whereas males, particularly young males, engaged more with muscle building via free weight resistance exercises [45]. Due to the apparent segregation of the fitness room by gender, the building of muscle for aesthetic purposes was still noticeably absent in the female user group even among those athletes who used free weights most intensively.

The findings surrounding gender from the work of Coen et al., [44] and also Dworkin [45], suggest, as Johnston (1998: p. 250) argues, “[h]istorically, entry by women into gyms—an exclusively male environment—was not easily achieved” [46]. In addition, in the university gyms in our study, it would seem to remain the case for most users that “while both men and women work out in contemporary gyms, popular conceptions of the gym as a masculine institution continue” [47]. It is important, however, to stress that many men in the university gym environment do not simply enact the dominant stereotypes about gendered division of space and go beyond the drive for muscularity to also include the reduction of body fat [48]. In view of this, any changes to university gym environments made in respect of gender would need to avoid the tendency identified by Craig and Liberti (2007: p. 676) to “feminize” the gym according to stereotypical assumptions about feminine forms of gym use: Rather than merely accommodating women’s behaviors, organizational processes shaped them. Moreover, the layout and procedures for the use of machines and the speech norms modeled by the staff called on women to enact particular performances of femininity [47].

4.3. Socio-Spatial Interactions and Practices

Sassatelli (1999: p. 228) emphasizes the significance of “how gyms are organized and how their internal organization acquires meaning for clients”. The varied uses of the university gym, and the division of space to accommodate some of those uses, also lead to a range of established practices and interactions that are important to appreciate if these spaces are to contribute more fully to the
UK’s Healthy University strategy [49]. As Sassatelli (1999: p. 230) puts it, gyms are a “compound and complex environment”, an assemblage of heterogeneous components, in which individuals must “shift inwards—into the world of training—and outwards—back to different external realities” [49]. However, shifting inwards and outwards is especially challenging for university gym members because they not only have very different needs, they also occupy very different social positions within the university. This must be considered when interpreting the 23.8% of respondents who reported not speaking to anyone while in the gym, the 65.3% who spoke only to friends, the 21.8% who spoke only to colleagues, and the 49.6% who reported observing other gym users

While using the gym themselves. The significant issue here is that despite our observations that the cultural norm in these spaces was to focus “inwards” on the training work to be done and limit communication, the users do talk to other people, engage in non-verbal communication, and observe each other. As our observations demonstrate, there is an element of university gym users watching and listening to other people, and synchronizing their workouts, such as following “people using different equipment”; “watching other students using the machines”; and replicating “something I can learn [from]”.

In line with the Healthy University agenda, university gyms are expected to offer more than just a place to exercise while at the same time providing opportunities for staff and students to develop social benefits and contribute to university integration [50]. Many of our respondents highlighted such contradictions: “It’s also a bit strange being in a gym at work”; “I prefer not to exercise alongside students”; “[I] don’t feel comfortable exercising and changing with my students”. There are power relations at play that are embedded in the symbolic place of the university gym and impact upon the significance of the gym interactions.

Our observations mirrored those of Sassatelli (1999), in that twin frames of expression are evident; that of training and intervals between training, both of which involve different forms of acceptable expression [49,50]. When training, gym users engage inwardly in “postures, glances, facial expressions” which express “that what they are doing is indeed just and only training” (Sassatelli, 1999: 234). For example, gym users in our study commented on ignoring the gym environment (“the university gym plays music/radio and I can’t concentrate”), expressing physical strain and even making noises indicating exertion. In the breaks between training episodes gym users have to engage in a more complex set of interactional practices, involving forms of “face work”, and in particular glance management that typically attempt to politely ward off any interactions that might prove disruptive to the workout in ways very similar to that which Sassatelli (1999: p. 234) articulates: During relaxation intervals between exercises, which could easily give way to distracting or disruptive episodes, participants’ continued self-absorption is typically underlined by an expressionless, absent face [49]. While remaining on their machine or moving toward the next one, clients may glance around focusing on anything in particular, and they assume inexpressive, or even hostile, expressions or cast a distracted smile, avoiding eye contact.

These forms of interaction are often augmented by the use of a variety of artefacts including headphones and music players, smartphones, notebooks to log exercises, and even watching TV screens in the gyms, thereby expressing what Goffman (1971) termed acceptable forms of “civil inattention” [51]. These moments do, however, provide opportunities for the “gaze”, when gym users, while resting or moving between exercises; tend to quietly observe others in the gym. Here, “glance management” is engaged in relation to oneself and others (especially via mirrors). In either case, the unwritten rule appears to be that glances must be short in duration and it is during this gaze that the external reality of one’s position re-emerges for viewers and the viewed as is evidenced by comments such as “I felt intimidated by slimmer, fitter students”; “Caught self in mirror—wasn’t happy with reflection”; “Conscious of other bodies (younger and older) and not being a performance athlete”; “Feel like I’m judged in there”; “Don’t want to be seen training by students”; However, the gaze worked in a positive direction too: “stronger than I thought”; “Good as I realized I had weight loss work to do, so was inspirational”. Similarly, verbal communications at this point are typically kept to a
minimum if they are not to prove disruptive. This is particularly apparent in the institutional context where staff and students sometimes engage in discussions about work issues (24%) or general chat (82%), which shift users outwards between episodes of training. To ignore colleagues or friends in such a scenario may not be acceptable and so the disruption of one's training to perform “face work” acceptably (from an institutional perspective) may be inevitable.

Therefore, this inward and outward shifting of interaction is crucial to the university gym setting and culture. Its users are intrinsically connected, both professionally and personally, and so the external realities of one’s environment are potentially more difficult to set aside and bracket than in other gyms where one is merely a “member”. Indeed, the proximity of bodies in the university gym space, their relative exposure, and the necessity for a range of interactions may for some staff and students not be commensurate with the idea of a therapeutic space at all, and this may partially explain why relatively few people join the university gym. These are again in strong evidence in the e-survey comments: “Do not want to see my students while I am training—I really like them, but I also like to have a clear boundary between my personal and work life”; “Don’t want to work out around people I could potentially know”; “I find it a bit cramped and busy. It’s also a bit strange being in a gym at work.”

5. Conclusions

The paper has highlighted a number of important issues that should be considered to ensure that university gyms are fit for purpose. First, there are limited proportions of staff and students using university gyms, which must be taken seriously, especially given the UK’s Healthy University strategy. Second, there is a clear tension between some of the desired uses and the spaces provided, which is exacerbated by the gendered division of space. Third, social relationships and interactions within the gym have an impact on whether people use the gym at all, and, if they do, how they use it. Consequently, researchers need to reassess what activities and interactions within university gyms mean for both staff and students, and how the assemblage of gym users and gym spaces is double articulated by forms of disciplinary power and bio-power that pose the embodied self and Life itself not only as problematic, but as problems that need to be literally worked out.

The above issues also raise a number of quite practical considerations for university gym developers. Given the great diversity of uses of the university gym and the directive of the UK Healthy Universities discourse towards the molding and modulation of health and wellbeing, a physical separation between general health and wellbeing studios and high-performance fitness gyms may be a relevant consideration. Additionally, university gyms might also consider maximizing the off-peak times usage of these spaces by considering special sessions for particular groups who may otherwise be alienated by the experience: for example, women-only weights sessions, instructor-led sessions and beginners-only sessions. Finally, universities might more explicitly promote their gyms as inclusive therapeutic communities for all their members. By paying close attention to the molding and modulation discourses emanated through signage, gym etiquette rules, and more proactive monitoring of interactional behavior by instructors, much could be done to maximize the staff and student experience in this regard.

One of the strengths of our study was the adoption of a mixed method design via participant observation and survey techniques, overcoming many of the limitations of single method approaches. It should be noted, however, that such designs can be constrained in terms of legitimacy and meaning, philosophical underpinnings, and in respect of the actual pragmatics of undertaking such a study [52]. Additional limitations to the current study may also lie in the extent to which our findings are unique to the university staff and student population or the university gym environment itself. Inquiry is therefore needed to further explore the “Healthy University” initiative as a biopolitical notion and unpack the molding of individual bodies and modulation of the university population (as a whole), as unique to a higher education context or prevalent in other educational or public-sector environments. Lastly, although we have further highlighted the gendered division that exists across the use of exercise
spaces [44] but within a collegiate context, a clear avenue for future research would be to consider how a gender-diverse person and ethnic minority person may experience the gym environment.
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